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Cto, ONE MORNING IN THE 
BIOLOGY LAB! 



Movie audiences crave big-budget spectaculars...the biggest of all being WAR pictures like PLATOON, RAMBO, THE DEER 
HUNTER! Now with the success of WHO FRAMED ROGER RABBIT, we at CRACKED predict the inevitable...a war picture 

with something new: CUTE LI’L TOONS! 

Matthew Sweney writer Walt Disbroganey artist 

“...We were getting closer and closer to CHARLIE and our 
ammunition was running low,..’’ 

Not much opportunity for 
hand-to-hand combat 

yet...how’re we on 
laughing gas?! 

H-h-h-ilarious! 
That’s why 

we’re all out! 

And we’re down to our 
last case of TNT! Do we 

“Food was in SHORT supply...” 

Q Qod g_g_grant SU'Sh 

serenity t-to accept the things I 



Prejudice had reared its UGLY head 
Comic 

commie 
simps! 

Back wheres we comes 
from, we don’t asksociate 

with colorized 'toons! But thisk is a black & 
white magazine! Here 
we’re alls the same! 

“Tempers were at an ALL-TIME high!” 

Rodent, ya shut up, ya @#%*/ 
rat!  Quit goofin' off and 

dig, dogface! 

j§ 

We found ourselves in STRANGE locales. 

Must be one of 
Charlie’s 
temples! 

Good 
grief! 

‘We pushed deeper and DEEPER into the jungle. Things got 
WEIRD...maneuvres became SURREAL!” 

I’ll scout 
ahead! 

“And when we LEAST expected it, the enemy STRUCK! Things got 
CONFUSING...in the ensuing gunplay, with shells bursting around us, bullets 
whizzing over our heads...in the smoke and fire, amidst the deafening roar of 

METAL AND MACHINES, it was hard to tell WHERE you were...WHAT was 
WHAT...WHO was WHO!” 



“And suddenly we found ourselves FACE 

We had our movies 

‘I’ve learned something, Jessica...War is HECKI What is it good for? Absolutely 
NOTHING!...except B.O.” 

Well, me an’ my 
brother are gonna do 

Dumb Guns. . .you 
an’ your brother, 
Matt, would be 

perfect! 

Nah, I don’ know 
if I could handle 

dat... 

I hear 
they’re 
doin’ a 
Talkin’ 
Blob 

remake! , 

So, like, 
watcha 

gonna do 
now dat duh, 

uh... 

No, uh, 
movie is 

over? 

Box Office, 
that is! 

Yo! I cou’d he p ya 
wid dat! 

Nah! Too much talkin’ 
stinks! I wanna go on a 
rescue! Let’s go liberate 

Mesopotamia! 

Hi ho, hi ho, it’s off to war we go! / 
Mesopotamia, here we come! 

Of course, you know, this means war! 

7 



,TfS ruosg 

ifSolHPASTE 
ftOPLEl ‘ 

pointless! 

If you should meet any Siamese twin Toothpaste People, try 
make tasteless remarks! 

not to 

Never, never, NEVER write your name with a Toothpaste Person as it’s degrading 
for all concerned! 



"Freppie, will you PLEASE CAWe THE 
THANK'S<S-I'/IN<S- TURREy 5? " 

9 



Ptf/fi/r/MG! 

"I'LL S5ET ne/ICL/LA'G SON VOE&N'T 
HAFT/A SIT IN THE CORNER!" 

10 



/ Yes, Joey, 
those were the good of 

days! Do you remember my nutty 
nephew, Waldo? Well, I accidently 
ran him over ’cause I thought he 
was a highway exit! Thanks for 

having me on the Gypsy Rose Lee 
V show! I... / WHERE ARE 

THEY NOW?! 
by William Wray 

Super! Great! Now 
our next guest. . 

Mr. Magoop is now completely blind and legally deaf and living at the Old Toon Home. 
This is from his last public appearance on the Tonight Show in 1974! 

Virtually forgotten and crippled by hallucinations of rabbits in drag, Elmo Phudd Bugged Bunny still does supermarket openings and an occasional TV endorsment. 
lives in a small, coldwater flat in Brooklyn Forcibly retired in the 1960s, Elmo tries Shrewd real estate investments have made him rich, but he likes to keep working... 

to exist on his small social security allotment! "It keeps me young!" 

This is the last known photo of Poppedeye. Often confined to the OI' Toon 
Sailor’s Home, he escaped saying “I likes th’ street! Alla m’ mates is here!" 

The headlines tell the sad story of Sillyvester, the puddy tat, and Twitty the boid. 
Siilyvester is still in jail and comes up for parole in 1995, hoping to recreate his comedy 

team with Weirdy Weirdpecker. 



BY ROcSETR BROWN and MIKE RiClQUANO 

DON T SEE 





COMIC STRIP 
Norman Drabble has the highest 
I.Q. of any character in comicdom! 

...Idiocy Quotient, that is! 

Opus from Bloom County is the 
illegitimate offspring of Barbra 

Streisand and Pinnochio! 

Calvin behaved like an angel for 
three straight days!! ...He was in a 

coma at the time! 

Now it can be told! All the 
animals in Gary Larson’s Far Side 

are actually humans! 

...and all the humans are actually 
animals! 

In a dogs vs. cats tug o’ war, Sandy, Grimm and Marmaduke lost out 
to Heathcliff and Bill the Cat! ...The dogs were distracted when 

Garfield walked by disguised as 
a fire hydrant! 

LuAnn has finally figured out how to have Aaron Hill 
eating out of her hand! ...She volunteered to serve 

at the school cafeteria! 
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ODDITIES! 
by GEORGE GLADIR, 

writer 
and JOHN SEVERIN, 

artist 

Hagar the Horrible actually has a heart of gold! 

NOT TONIGHT,PEAR.' 
I'VE A HEADACHE.''' 

kAtlCf Q£ 

to*! 

i 

...He also possesses an arm of gold and a head of gold, items all 
looted from the Incas! 

Mary Worth minded her own business for 
one whole day! ...It was on a day of a 
total eclipse and her flashlight wasn’t 

working! 

Batman once went two months without 
once removing his costume! 

PANT 
ANOTHER. 

. y.; 

...During that time he used up 10 
gallons of industrial strength bat 

deodorant! 

Lookalikes Archie Andrews and Danforth Quayte have identical 
school records, except for one small difference...Archie only 

spent two years in the fourth grade! 

The Jekyll and Hyde of comicdom! 
When Hobbes, the stuffed toy, wants to 

turn into a raging tiger he 
drinks the infamous polluted water from 

Boston Harbor! 

15 



HE 6 Off TO LAND 
ON THE PLANET 

—i EARTH. __--- 

*mmmm** 

dolX/HOFF 

O/iB WEEK 
LATER... 

16 
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TOONTOWN has had its share of SCANDALS and SECRETS 
throughout its legendary history and we at CRACKED 
recently picked up this paperback which tells it all... 

v. with big type and lots of pictures, too! So, here it is, 
in all its gory glory... The unexpurgated 

% version of KENNETH ANGRY's... 



HEIUO 
. JOB- 

■■’ :*1 

danger 
QUAKE AREA 

LOOTERS WILL 
SHOT! 

PORKY ARBOARKLE was a giant on the silver ’toon screen, but lost his #1 
box office position in the ’30s when he drank 49 cases of cola at a party, 
letting out a scandalous belch so extreme that his girlfriend, Petoonia, 

disappeared! Porky denied his involvement in court by stating, “Th-th-that’s a 
b-bum rappel” 

CRACKEDPOT QUAYLE appeared in two ’toon shorts and then 
vanished from the scene about the time of the war. Fowl play was 
suspected until it was discovered that he just joined the Indiana 

National Guard. This photo shows POOPEYE (without his trademarked shaved head) 
after his arrest in the 1950s for growing spinach on his boat. He went 

back into ’toons, but from then on his animation was limited! 

1 ffVKfcSfb 
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PEEPEE LEPOO, the famous French ’toon skunk, painted his white 
stripe black and tried to ‘pass” as a cat! Close minded cats 

boycotted his films in the southern states. 

After a successful series of 'toons for the Flesher Brothers 
studio, SUPEDUPMAN found himself typecast and unable 
to get any other roles or employment in 'toons. Depressed, 
he attempted suicide. Naturally, the bullets bounced off him 

. and killed 20 people in the immediate area. 

Those prehistoric toons, FERD FINKSTONE and BLARNEY 
RUBBISH, were part of the late 60s (60,000 B.C., that is) counterculture 
and would often gel stoned ..by their wives for staying out late bowling! 



PADDY WAGON 

It wasn’t until after his death that the public learned of the PUCE 
PANTHER’S secret life. Several 'toon biographies are in 

production, with one starring the Panther’s friend, Snagglepoof. 
Another major scandal occured when SPEEDO GONZALEZ, MELVIN 

the MARTIAN and other established ’toons were deported from 
Toontown when they were discovered to be illegal aliens! 

ifhsfk■ <rmrn.ii M 

pn 

The TASMANIAC DEVIL made the news when he was arrested for cannibalism. The judge threw the case out when neither the 

prosecution or defense could decide on what kind of creature the Tasmaniac Devil was and whether what he did could actually be 

considered cannibalism in the traditional sense! 

y Jr 
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MW, COME OFF IT—WAKE UP 
ANP SALT THE POPCORN.' IF 
YOU THINK EVERYTHING'S SUGAR 

ANPSPICE IN'GLITTERTDWN- 

VOU'RE WRONG-WROHG-THE 

LOW MORALE BEHINP THE SCENES 

- YOU WOULDN'T BELIEVE.7 
r outrageous: 
ROGER BUKViy gets 
FRAMEPANP THEY 
GIVE HIM A STARRING 
k ROLEi _ 

t'vegotajerk y what 
TRYING TO SHOOT J ABOUT ME?” 
ME ANPI GET J X TEAMEP UP 

A CAMEO/ >7 WITH THE 

WoRRIEP 
FRIENPS 

GAY BUGS 
RABBIT IS 
IN A PEEP 
FUNK OVER 

AN 
INPUSTRY 
SLIGHT.' 

'HO, HO SAP 
PEAL1. WHAT 

IF YOU HAP A 
BEAVER FOR 
A PARTNER?j 

f WITH 
WOGER 
l'P BE 

FAMOUS 

SQUIRREL. 
BUT, I CAN 
BUILP A 

GOSH,PARN 
PAM' IV 

HAVE 
GIRL'S 

MONEY, 

fX COULP> 
afforpto 
LOOK LIKE 

MICHAEL, 
jackgokI; . 

EP note : 

WE ARE 
EXTREMELY 

SORRY 
ABOUT THIS. 
LANGUAGE. 

IT'LL NEVER 
HAPPEN 
AGAIN i 

HONESTLY, 
HCmn 

IT NEVER 
WILL! 

b/&M BOVETTE # 

YOU THINK x'M TUST 
A KEEN KIP-BUT I'M 
A TERROR WITH A 

BAT IN MY HANPJ . 

IF I WAS ON THE 
TUBE —THEREP BE 
ACTION - SOUNP 
EFFECTS-THINGS 

WOULP GET , 
V SMASHEP.7 / 

THAT OBNOXIOUS 
CAT IS MINE.* MAKE 

WAY FOR A KITTY 
. UTTER RUMBLE.' / 

Oh /YEAH - 
IT'S THE 

"INS" AGAINST 
THE"OUTS" 

TOO.' 

am* 
It) the 
REAP/ 

/they/re 
TEALOUS 

TUST 

BECAUSE 
We're on i 

.THE TUBE• 

' iM 
PLAVIH 

thru' 

UNGRATES.' WE \ 
ORANGES HAVE ’ 
BEEN CALIFORNIA 
FAMOUS FOR MANY 
YEARS-BUT N0- 

THEY CHOSE SILLY 
RAISINS FOR J 

V CELEBRITY// 

THAT'S BECAUSE 
YOU PON'T HAVE VINES 
FOR NETWORKING — 

YOU CAN'T SING OR 
PANCE ANP YOU TASTE 
TERRIBLE ON PRY , 

V CEREALl J 

THE FEUP 
THAT IS 

A BOUT TO 
BREAK 

INTO OPEN 
WARFARE 
IS BETWEEN 
ORANGES 

ANP RAISINS. 

21 



f/oLLYWOOP IS 

STILL SHAKING 
FROM THE 

HYSTERIA ANP 
PISORtENTATlON 
CAUSEP WHEN 

SOMEONE FORGOT 
TO REMOVE 

'"THE EYE GLASSES' 
- RENPERING 
FANS UNABLE 
TO TELL IF HE 

WAS CLARK KENT 
IN A SUPERMAN 

SUIT OR 

SUPERMAN fN 
A CLARK KEHT 
pisguise! 

NERVES HAVE 
PEEK SHATTERED 

With the cartoon 

WORLP IN CHAOS 

ANP PESPAIR,SOME 

HAVETURNEPTO 

PHILOSOPHY FOR 

comfort! 

/ WITHOUT PRINK ANP 

womaniziNg-can you 

imagine whatwoulp 
HAPPEN TO ME? 

Hut, NO MATTER 

HOW PEPRESSING 
OR P1SMAL 

THINGS BECOME- 

THERE ARE ALWAYS 

SOME STARS WHO 

CAN RISE ABOVE 

THE NEGATIVES 
ANP PUT THE 

BEST HAPPY FACE 
ON A BAP 

Situation] 

22 



There's a great comedy, NAKED GUN, that has a gag a minute...Unfortunately 

that’s not the film we’re doing. This film ALSO has a gag a minute, but only for the 

first minute! The rest of the time they try stretching the one gag to fill the 

remaining two hours! It’s about a pair of mismatched twins which’re actually more 

like mismatched... 

route vim the 
WSKINfr 

Droolius was the product of a top secret scientific project to create an 
advance^ species. Droolius had not one father, but six, eapj^phps'sp/for tl 

’ > 'f i 1 /genetic excellence! . 

rs 

Malignant was sent to an orphanage and 
Droolius was raised on the tropical island of 

Steroids. He was taught math, science, karate, 
ESP and 12 languages, all with an accent! 
Obviously Droolius was never given acting 

lessons! One day, Droolius learned of his twin! 

Droolius felt guilty because he had been told his mother died 
giving birth to him...which wasn’t surprising as he weighed in 

at 98 pounds! Droolius didn’t know that he also had a twin 
brother named Malignant. 

In California 

Malignant! 
We want 

that 
money 

you owe 
us...now! 

Vhat’s dis poster 
doink here? I neffer 

had seen any 
Terminator or Conan 
posters in der Rambo 

flicks! 

Malig, you 
promised 
to marry 

me! 
Wow! Talk about your 
precocious babies! 

How 'bout some 
nursin’, babe! 

You’re under arrest for 
leading a parade without 

a permit! 

Yeck! What a day! I got enough 
problems for two people... 

I shoulda been born twins! 

Goot! I haffn’t had my 
morning vorkout yet. 

I’ll svim! 

NX 

\\ V /// 
miM// 

// 

1 haff der twin 
brudder? 1 must go 

]h ALP!! 
But Droolius, 

it’s 50 miles to 

to him! He needs 
me! Listen... 1 island with an 

airport! 
—tv'1 w •• "r* 

H C i 

• 

ft 



I’m lookink for 
Malignant Benedick... 
he’s mein twin brudder! 

Does a Texan 
remember the 

Alamo?! 
Malignant left 

here when he was 

I gethought orphans 
stayed until they were 
21! I guess Malignant 
was pretty adwanced 

fur his age! 

...You might say that! He 
got 13 of the sisters in 

trouble! Since we don’t 
have capital punishment 

in this state, you’ll 
probably find your brother 

in jail! 

Malignant...it’s 
me, Droolius! 
I'm yourtvin 

brudder! 

No way, man! No 
brother of mine 

would dress like a 
nerd! Don’t you 
ever read GQ or 

Easy Rider? 

That explains your 
weird wardrobe! 

I grew up on der 
tropical island... 

Der only magazine I 
ever gesaw vas 

CRACKED! 

Thanks for gettin’ 
me outta the 
slammer! 

Stop before 
I toss my 
cookies! 

I hope dey’re 
animal 

crackers! Der 
apes ist mein 

favorites! 

Now dat you’re free ve can 
do everyt’ing 

togedder...Collect seaweed, 
listen to sea shells and play 
Dungeons and Dragons! 

/uwi > 
*■ 

1SEE A W> ' 
\ W... 1 

I got an idea! We’ll go our 
separate ways, together! 

So long, bro’l 

We want our 
money, Maliggy! 

I don’t like it vhen p 
someone tries to ; 
kill mein brudder! ij 

I’m sorry! Ever’ time 
I started to run, der 
street lights said to 

valk! 

Me neither! 
Droolius, what 

took you so long 
to get here? 

Good! Don’t let any 
other crooks get their 

hands on it! I’ll be right 
there!...Uh, bro’, I have 

to help a friend and pick 
up a car! 

Maliggy’s car service! We 
steal, I mean, we deliver 

to order! This week’s 
special: BMWs! 
Only 5 grand! 

|p5P^VAi.-'V A.V ■ <~kA^ 

y Malig, a bran new > 
I’ mint Cadillac just ? 
7 pulled into the lot! / 

DOCTOR vKl 

Malignant, you’re a wery kind 
person, alvays helpink udders! 

Darn! He forgot to leave 
the key! Gosh, I opened 

the door with this crow bar 
but set off the alarm! 

I’ll have to remember that! I 
put 
tho 



Droolius, put down that 
magazine and meet the 

real stuff! This is my 
favorite lady, Linduh, 
and her sister Blamie. 

Girls, my brother 
Droolius! 

Sure! Can’t you tell? I mean, we 
got a lot in common...like, we both 
got strange accents! I grew up in 
California and I got a Brooklyn 

accent and my bro’ was raised on a 
tropical island and he sounds like a 
Gestapo agent on Hogan’s Heroes! 

Twins? 

This is a recording...Call 
Pennsylvania 6-7000 for 

delivery instruction! 

Man, what a crummy song! They just don’t 
write good songs anymore! Hey, maybe I 
should call the number on the car phene! 

...Hello? I’m calling for delivery instructions 
and I think we should negotiate the price! 

F-f-five mill for a Caddie? Gee, 
how much would you 

suckers pay fora Rolls Royce? 
; Idiot! It’s not <-y 
the car, it’s the f 
stuff in the trunk ( 

we want! > 
" V~.”v7- v 

We agreed on 5 million 
when you got to Texas! 

Gentlemen...I went to pick up 
the Cadillac and it wasn’t 

there! 

But we left it at the parking garage...the 
merchandise was in the trunk! 

More bad news...None of my 
clients have ever seen my face 

before, so I have to kill you! 

Dr. Frankenstein 
ve’re the 
Benedick 

brudders und ve 
vant to know der 
_truth! 

Okay, this is the 
laboratory where 

you were 
conceived! 

Pop! it’s me, your son, 
Malignant! I guess I’m a chip 
off the ol’ block...or should I 

say six blocks? Here, I brung 
you a Father’s Day present! 

Dr. Frankenstein gave us our 
mudder’s address...Just think, 
tomorrow ve’re goink to see our 
mudder! Ve’ll be a real family! 

Gosh, that’s something I’ve always dreamed 
of! I mean, I wanted to be In a family ever 

since I seen The Godfather! 

ef! I Fv@t\y 
pt tVviY voad 
njnner. 

That’s 
terrible 
news, 
isn’t it, 

Malignant? 

I’ll say! And the ol’ goat 
din’t even leave us 

anything in her will! So 
much for the family 

routine! Gals, outta th’ car! 
I’m gonna collect my 

money for the car...I’ll see 
ya around, bro’! 

I’m Droolius und did is mein 
brudder, Malignant. Ve’re 

lookink fur Mrs. Benedick... 
she’s our mudder! 



I have a 
C.O.D... 

Five million 
dollars due! 

1 

r 

-1 Hey, what’s 
Here’s so valuable 
your anyways? 

money, 

A prototype Cabbage Patch 
Siamese Twin doll! It’ll be the 

biggest selling toy in history! We’l 
make billions! 

1 I’ll take that 
money...It belongs 

to me! 
Who are 

I was supposed to deliver 
the merchandise, but you 
stole the car! Give me the 
money and I won’t kill you! 

Let’s make a 
deal...We’ll split 
the money and 

you can 
wound me! 

Leave 
mein 

brudder 
alone! 

Who axed you to butt in? 
I could have gotten away! 

Okay, Bozo, take the 
money and get lost! 

I intend to, but 
first I have to 

kill you! 

Cheez, if you can’t 
trust a hitman, 

who can you trust? 

Droolius, Malignant, 1 owe you an apology! 1 am your 1 thought 1 only had one 
mother...Dr. Frankenstein lied to me and said you baby, but 1 had twins! I’m so 

died at birth. 1 just found out the truth and we have a lucky! ...Rock-a-bye babies, 
lot of catching up to do! on the tree top... 

6000 ODD DD,J 



ta ONE FINE DAY AT THE 
caaaefe PSYCHIATRIST’S OFFICE! 

COME IN ANP MAKE YOURSELF 
COMFORTABLE, N\R. foNEBONe 

THANK YOU, 
POCTOR. 

1 SPOKE TO YOUR WIPE ON THE PHONE THIS 
MORN INC* AND SHE SAID A TTrriBuE AC- 
ctDENT AT THE MALLET FACTORY HAS 
LEfT xoo P& PRESSEp! IS THAT CORRECT f 
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Send comments, chocolate and nylons to CRACKED 
LETTERS, 535 Fifth Avenue, NY NY 10017 

Dear CRACKED, 
I have only been reading your magazine 
since #240, which I got somewhere in 
Idaho. My teacher thinks CRACKED is 
not good reading material. She told me 
that if she caught me reading it in class, 
she would take it away for good. Well, 
she caught me, but I wouldn’t give it to 
her unless she gave me $1.49! 

Dustin Stetter 
Dubois WY 

Dear CRACKED, 
I really enjoy the Spies + Saboteurs! 
I have the Spy + Saboteur Family 
Reunion poster, the life-size Saboteurs 
and the pull-out Spy + Saboteur game. 
I also have the 30th anniversary poster. 
I’d like to see more Spy + Saboteur 
things! You’re the #1 magazine in 
the world! 

Pete Burkindine 
Springfield MO 

Thanks, Pete. Mike Ricigliano’s Spys 
and Sabs are a very popular 
CRACKED feature and you’ll find an 
all-new SPIES + SABOTEURS 
ACTION FLIP BOOK that you can 
cut out and animate yourself on 
page 31! 

OH.HI !...IM A SAeOTEOB-/ 
S& THAT PIE I JUST THREW... 
IT'S JVSTAPOdf TD HIT A SPY 
RI6HT IN THk A FACE-- 

1SS 

Dear CRACKED, 
I have a question about my subscription 
to your magazine. Do I get all your 
other titles like SUPER CRACKED, 
CRACKED MONSTER PARTY or the 
CRACKED COLLECTORS’ EDITIONS 
or do I just get the regular issues 
of CRACKED? 

Anthony Pepe 
Astoria NY 

As advertised on our inside back 
cover, your $12.40 gets you nine great 
issues of the regualr CRACKED. We 
know a lot of our readers have 
trouble spotting our CRACKED 
SPECIALS on the newsstand,so we’re 
whipping up a subscription package 
so you can get those titles through the 
mail. Tune in to next issue for more 
details, okay? And thanks for 
wanting to know! 

Dear Editor, 
We really loved the Christmas issue 
cover (#243) because John Severin’s 
art is so great! We loved the cover 
because it was so funny to see Santa 
riding a skateboard! But mainly, we 
loved it because you used our logo on 
Santa’s skate and it means lots of free 
advertising for us! 

Jim Phillips 
Phillips Studios 
Creators of Santa Cruz 
Skateboard Graphics 

PS. John Severin has been a personal 
favorite since Melvin of the Apes and 
has had a great influence on my interest 
in art. Thanks, John! 

Sorry, Jim, but you can’t get away 
with blaming SEVERIN for your 
wacky art! Both the Editor and the 
Art Director are skateboard freaks, 
so it was nice getting Jim’s letter. 

Here’s a photo of Jim Phillips, Jr. 
performing a new skateboard move 
called the CRAKCED OLLIE, where 
the trick involves doing stunts while 
reading the latest issue of 
CRACKED! Jim Sr. + Jr. + friends 
also put out a skate comic called 
ROAD RASH and if you’re the kind 
of joker that would like a copy, send 
$2.00 to SC8 COMIX, 4401, Soquel 
Drive, Soquel CA 950 3 and definitely 
tell them CRACKED sent you! 

Dear CRACKED, 
I read your magazine all the time and 
#243 was excellent! It was great with 
Sylvester Stallone and his Christmas 
Carols. Wow! What a whizzpopper! 
When I was young I got CRACKED 
and my hair stood straight up! I always 
wondered why I looked like Don King! 
CRACKED is the best magazine 
ever wrote! 

Jonathon Sears 
Hollidaysburg PA 

Dear CRACKED, 
I am really enjoying CRACKED 243! 
X-Mess: The Movie and Scrooge were 
very funny. My two favorite characters 
in the X-Mess were Freddy Krueger as 
Wooferine and Nanny Dickering as 
Spazzler. 

Adam Sheehan 
Seekonk MA 
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Dear CRACKED, 
I send you many thanks for doing a 
satire on Young Guns (#243). It’s my 
favorite movie of ’88 and I’ve been 
waiting for months for somebody to do 
a parody. Thanks again! 

Cindy Franklin 
Brighton MI 

RS. I’m completely insane! 

Insane? We wouldn’t say that... 
CRACKED, maybe, but not unsane! 

Dear CRACKED, 
I think you should team up Canine the 
Barkbarian with Nanny Dickering in 
her next comic. It would be one cool 
dog and one hot chick! I think Nanny 
should interview a zombie while Canine 
checks out 
the bones! 

Mike Dorfman 
Richboro PA 

Look for SYLVESTERCLOPS on the 
front of CRACKED MONSTER 

PARTY #5...An ALL-NEW UGGLY 
FAMILY cover by STOSH 

GILLESPIE! 

NEXT ISSUE 

CRACKED #246: Unfortunately, this 
will be our special LAST ISSUE 
where we look at all the things 

plaguing our poor planet...and we 
have a laugh with it, too! Some of 
the doom and gloom includes a 

look at DINOSAURS, ECOLOGICAL 
DISASTERS, LAST EPISODES OF 

TV SHOWS, even more DEPARTED 
ROCK STARS, the UGGLY FAMILY 
and finally (originally scheduled 

for THIS issue), the TEEN-AGE 
MUTANT NINJA TURTLES! Whew! 
All this and WORSE in the next 

issue, still just $1.49 and 
on sale late April! 

CRACKED COMING ATTRACTIONS 

CRACKED MONSTER PARTY #5: 
Uh, oh! This book is getting TOO 

popular!! And because YOU 
demanded it, we're sorry to say 
that this issue will have MORE 

ALL-NEW MONSTER LAFFS than 
EVER! We’re sorry because it 

means forcing you to read more 
UGGLY FAMILY stories, more 

CRACKED HORROR LENS and other 
ALL-NEW oddities that make you 
flip your wig! So mail $1.49 and 

nail down your wigs and demand 
MONSTER PARTY #5 at your 

newsstand around mid-April! 

Dear CRACKED, 
Your issues of CRACKED are radical! 
The best issue is #243 with Scrooge. I 
like the way you put Santa on a skate¬ 
board and wrote “Merry Thrashmas” 
on it. The next best thing was the 
CRACKED Hotstove League Baseball 
Cards. Later, bro. 

Bobby Heinze 
Springhill LA 

CRACKED TOP TEN: 
#243 

1. IN-SANTA-TY 
2. YOUNG BUMS 
3. DON MARTIN 
4. UGGLY FAMILY 
5. REMOTE CONTROL 
6. MERV MOHAIR 
7. BASEBALL CARDS 
8. SLY'S XMAS HITS 
9. X-MESS 
10. HEROES'MOMS 

patience / the 
NEXT BATCH OP 
CRACKED IS ON 
THE WAY / CHEEZ, 
I CAN'T WAIT TO 
READ IT MY5ELP 
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SUNDAY 
COMICS 

ghosted by JOHN ARCUDI and GARY FIELDS 

NANTSY by JERKY SNOTT 
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WHY, IT'4 
COHAMOU YUoMl&?&e 
that A&ee^iYe 
poos Become cetAtA- 

pupps aptzz you 
oer Tuew 
flXGP 

'iX "Sx 

Qiffe Morris of 
Winnekfca, It. writes 

"My Pit Bull/ Cecilia, 
doesn't seem to know 
her own strength. 
Just last week, she 
tore a mailman's 
leg off. " 
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So, you wanna do a news special that results in informing the public? Or you wanna 
host a TV talk show that’ll be watched by more people than would stare at Vanna 

White if she lost her top at the beach? Well, if you want those high ratings, follow my 
instructions as we watch... 

JERALDO 
REVOLTIN’ 

GUIDE TO BE AN 

The purpose of this guide is two-fold...One, is to show you how to 
get massive ratings by doing exploitative “news” specials and 

secondly, how to really puil in the big bucks doing it! 

Let’s talk about the pseudo-news specials first! 
Want to assure low, lew ratings? Then jsut 

produce a speial like this! 

Rob Orzechowskk cameraman 

We begin our look at the Accordian Players of Albania by 
watchin how they train for their instruments by stretching 

bread dough! 



Yes, doing live TV can backfire, but if it’s controversial 
enough, it’ll still get high ratings...Like this show I did 

on teens who cold-bloodedly murder field mice! 

Yup! We do it fer th’ hides! Furriers buy ’em to 
make teeny-weeny fur coats fer Barbie an' 

her friends! 

Once you have a victim...er, subject, you then 
tape as much hidden camera footage as 

possible... Like we did for my special exposing 
devil worship in pre-school! 

Building blocks do our bidding and crush Mrs. 
Horsnagel for watering down the apple juice 

again! 

If you really have a question concerning taste, 
then bring in an expert! 

Naturally I’d use the footage of the 
puppy being flattened by the steam 
roller... Who’d be offended by that?! 

Next, you have to carefully edit your piece. 

But we have to include that, Margo! It’s the goriest 
footage we have and it’ll generate the most 

complaints possible! 

Viewers today want guests not seen everywhere else... 
Like this high-rated show I did featuring midget female 

mud wrestlers... 

So when did you first (ugh) realize that you (ouch!) 
were a (oof).midget? 



Why that’s the woman who ripped off the character I 
created in 1953! 

And if you’re really lucky, you, as host, will get in 
the way of the brawl, resulting in personal 

injury! 

You don’t believe guns kill 
people?!! Watch!! 

When will this trash TV end? Only when this 
happens...! 

Hey! Instead of watching Jeraldo’s special on fashion 
models who pick their noses in public, let’s watch this 

new sitcom, The Adventures of Fuzzy the Snail! 

Viewers also want to see controversy! You can 
achieve this by correctly pairing guests! 

If you’re lucky, your guests will openly show their 
dislike for one another! 

What do you mean wrestling 
is fixed?! 

Now the only think better than a bullet wound or a 
broken nose is the media attention that you get 

from it! 

Tonight, News 5’s exclusive footage of Jeraldo getting his 
ears boxed by his mama for not eating his breakfast mush! 

But, until America wises up, you can bet there's lots of big 
bucks to be made by sleazebags like us! 



In nature, survival of the fittest means successful characteristics are 
passed down from generation to generation,.. In Hollywood, arrival of the 
latest means successful characteristics are just swiped outright! Join us as 

we look at the latest examples of... 

ROGER RABBIT 
40 GEORGE BUSH 



Start with the physique 
of the THUNDERBIRD 

supermarionation 
puppets... 

..Add the personality 
of the wood they 

were made out of... y/y 

...Throw in some dreaded 

words like LIBERAL, LENIENT and 
LOSER and you set... 

FIEVEL from AMERICAN TAIL 

...Add the face of 
SNIFFLES... 

sown* 

BYBO 

Start with the 
international fame 

of MICKEY 
MOUSE... 

...And you wind 
up with... 

...And the 
wardrobe of 

LISA BONET... 

Start out with the 
popularity of the 

Big Chill-type 
MOTOWN 

RECORDS... 

..Add the shape 

THE CALIFORNIA 
RAISINS 

MICHAEL DUKAKIS 41 
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Lepidopdtery is a fascinating hobby.. 

.Which is why I collect butterflies! 
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'"Op a free movie pass into the Road Runner’s 
hole... .Road Runner will become trapped by the sticky, gooey mass found on the floor of every movie theatre! 

• • 0- O cf; 
« a a * ' 

"CHARLES M. B^OcrAM © 

face it! WILE E. COYOTE will NEVER catch that ROAD RUNNER as long as he employs those dumb ACME brand products! 
What’s needed are some REAL wily-type schemes as hatched up in CRACKED’S... 

George Gladir writus intelligus 

Walty Brogan artist interuptus 

METHOD "1 



! 

.The resulting junk mail load will prevent Road Runner 
from getting back to his home in time! Post a mailbox near the Road Runner. 

{Road 

(ROAP 
\RUNN6R 

Runner waiting .The typical fast food help will keep Road 
and waiting and make him an easy target! 

Drop fast food discount coupon into Road 
Runner's hole... 

Let’s see...Do I first punch in the tax and then cancel it 
or do I... 

Drop a free massage ticket into Road Runner's 
hole... 

And have the massage done by Freddy Krueger! 

METHOD #1 

METHOD #22 



METHOD #119 

...Because the Road Runner is already wise to this odious ploy! 
CAUTION!! 

\IEVER attempt to drop odorous copy of CRACKED down Road Runner s hole... 
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Oka „ 
caassscos AT THE COURTHOUSE! 

LET ME ASK YOU THIS, MISS FL\SK... IF THERE WAS NO MOON 
ON THE NIGHT IN QUESTION, AND »T WAS AS DARK AS TOV 
SAID IT WAS... HOW CAN YOU BE SURE IT WAS THE 
DEFENDANT THAT RORfeEp YOUTi? f-- 



Hi! Nanny Dickering, your crack CRACKED on-the-spot reporter here, with another one of my exclusives! .. .Gosh, I 

wish they wouldn't make me say stuff like that. I mean, I’m only gonna ask a rabbit some questions, right? Okay, not since the 

late Janies Dean has an actor made such an impact in their first film as Roger Wabbit, the star of Who Fwamed Wabbit 

(as seen in CRACKED 241). So join me as... 

Roger, I know you’ve had offers to appear with Heraldo 
Aperah and Larry Kink and be interviewed by them... 

Why did you allow us the honor? 

Nanny, that was my doing...In case you haven’t 
noticed, you and I have a lot in common! We’re both 
very good girls, but people get the wrong impression 

because the artists draw us sooo baaad! 

H 

Yeee-ah! The badder the better! 

What’s next... 
Roger Wabbit 

II? 
Has this 

sudden fame 
changed your 

life much? 

Schpielburg begged me to do a sequel, but 
career-wise I want to try something 

different! Just look at the scripts I’ve been 
offered...the rabbit in Alice in 

Wonderland, a remake of Br’er Rabbit, 
Here Comes Peter Cottontail and they 

want me to play the Easter Bunny in a TV 
special! I mean, you wanna talk about 

type-casting?! 

Yeah...mostly, it’s okay. Like, I 
don’t mind signing autographs 

or all the groupies, but 
sometimes I’d like a little 

privacy! You know I’m a big 
sports fan and I dig the Lakers 
but my fans bug me so much I 

can’t enjoy the game! 

I’ve got the same 
problem...They want me 

to portray a Playboy 
bunny in the Hugh 

Hefner Story! 
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To bee or not to 
beeee... That is the 

question! 

Haa-aalp! I said two bees, not a whole 
swarm! The National Examiner was 

right! The killer bees are here! 

I consider myself a 
serious actor! I’ve 

always wanted to do 
Hamlet! 

mam 

<****«£ ■V'^' 

I’d also like to do a 
fight film, like Schlocky! 

—1 MAP oP 1—;— 

MR. MCGREGORS 
garden 

Ooops! 
There goes 
the kitchen 

sink! 

You’ve got a 
biiig mouth! 

tPllPtlS 

What’s holding Schlocky up? Apollo 
Creep has hit him with everything but 
_the kitchen sink! 

Schlocky, should 1 No! Throw in the stool 
throw in the towel? ...I’m getting tired! 1 



RAfrPlTS 6ET- 
“ 

Roger, were you 
disappointed 

that you weren’t 
nominated for an 

Oscar? 

■HOCCIN1 map/ 

Does kryptonite 
bother 

Superman?! I’m 
plenty mad! 

Why do you 
think the 
Academy 
ignored 

you? 

It was all politics.. .they’re jealous because I’m a newcomer! 
If any of the establishment ’toon stars had given a 24-carrot 

performance like I did, they’d be making acceptance 
speeches, like... 

Sorry, we don’t 
use the “M” 
word in this 
magazine. 

It’s des-picable 
that I had to wait 

so long for 
this award! 

Okay, I’m angry as 
heck and I’m not 
going to take it 
anymore! I wuz 

robbed! 

Ehhh, what’s 
up, Oscar? I 
really desoive 
dis crummy 

statue! 

I’d wike to thank 
I w-w-w-wo 

want 
t-t-to 

th-th-than- 
k... 

you my 
pwoducer, my 
diwector and 

aww my fewwow 

All I 
can say 
is: Heh 

heh 
heeeh 
heh! 
-r1 

1/ actors... 
V —i rnirnp?——J 

I can’t take all the gossip! Look at 
What do you this.. .Here I am, happily married to the 
dislike most coolest, sweetest chick in Toontown and 

about being a they say I’m having an affair with a 
celebrity? 50-year-old ’toon?! C’mon, gimme a 

break! 

Yeah! Those two 
canyons would’ve 
created a public 

hazard! 

“At one of Hefs parties, Betty’s false teeth fell out and 
landed in the punch bowl. Being a gentlerabbit, I dove in 

and retrieved them. That’s the whole story!” 

No way, Nan, baby! I’m still the 
modest, humble, levelheaded, 
unaffected bunny I always was! 

One last question 
...Has success 
spoiled Roger 

Wabbit? 

This is Nanny 
Dickering, signing off 

for CRACKED! 





■Rto HEAT- DON 

CRMBD 

NOW MORE THAN EVER! Even MORE MOVIE Are you geared up in all the latest CRACKED fashions and 
PARODIES! Even MORE TV SATIRES and CRACKED accessories? Look on the CRACKED HATS; Just like 

EXCLUSIVES await you in 1989! Remember, you can only SYLVESTER’S, yours for only $2.00! The 30th 
find SHUT UPS, DON MARTIN, JOHN SEVERIN, the ANNIVERSARY CRACKED T-SHIRT, by JOHN SEVERIN, 

UGGLY FAMILY, NANNY DICKERING, the TALKING BLOB Is only $9.99 plus $1.25 postage & handling! And for all you 
and the BEST in humor (and of course, SYSLVESTER) in real die-hard CRACKED fans, the plush SYLVESTER P. 

CRACKED! And now, we’ve out NINE times a year...MORE SMYTHE CRACKED DOLL for only $19.95 with $1.25 
than ANY humor magazine! Subscribe now for low, low postage and $2.50 handling! Show your true colors with 

rates while you still can (at only $1.40 an issue)! these colorful CRACKED Products! 

If you don't want to cut up flits' magazine coupon 

, mail to: 
I CRACKED SUBS 

P.O. Box 114 
Rouses Point, NY 12979 
Enclosed is a check or money order for NINE 

; issues (1 year) of CRACKED for only $12.60 
- (That’s only $1.40 an issue!) 

I Name_Age_ 
5 Address _ 
; ( Town_State_ 
) ZIpe Code _ 

7/89 

I 
I 
I 

mail to: 
CRACKED STUFF 7/89 

535 Fifth Avenue 
New York, NY 10017 

□ I would like_CRACKED 
HAT(S) at $2.00 each. 

□ Send me_CRACKED 
T-SHIRT(S) at $11.24 each. 

□ I’ll take a SYLVESTER DOLL 
at $23.70. 

s Outside USA (including CANADA) enclose $16.60, 
‘ payable in US funds by International Money Order or 

check drawn on USA bank. Thanks! 

Name _Age 

Address_ 

-OR- 
CHARGE HI □ □ 

ACCOUNT NUMBER: 

EXPIRY DATE: / 

SIGNATURE: 

Town_State 

Zip Code _ 

T-Shirt Size 
□ Small □ Medium □ Large □ X-Large 

Allow 6-8 weeks for 
processing and delivery. (Must be signed to be valid). 
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